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Courses

Testing existing Peer assessment as (...)
[Course Groups] Missing settings when (...)
[Course Groups] Setting the maximum (...)
[Publication Table] Add modification (...)
Add tooltip when long content object (...)
crash in courses in php>5.2
Changing the tool does not reset the (...)
Chamilo LCMS Connect - Backlog (default)
Changing from subscriptions to (...)
Implement session
Courses - Document tool: View (...)
subscribe to courses: more than (...)
Save the chat content on a document (...)
Maintenance: add select all/unselect (...)
Learning path: prerequisites warning
glossary: evalution option missing (...)
Add tool sections to course type
Maintenance: error while importing (...)
Announcement: no visual indication (...)
Courses - Glossary: no export/print (...)
Course: add search highlighting (...)
Courses - Documents: add table (...)
Learning path: no indication anymore (...)
Assessment: fatal error while importing (...)
Assessment: several usability issues
Assessment: in hint URLs not rendered (...)
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Assessment: no visual confirmation (...)
Administration: Export: Fatal Error (...)
Chat : Suggest using firstname, (...)
Course: archive course and recover
Course: rename "Link" tab to "bookmark" (...)
Course: add a "Add/Publish" button (...)
Categories: "Current category: (...)
Course: makes "Publish an introduction (...)
Dropbox course setting
course template
Learning Path: reflection object (...)
Course settings : titular field (...)
Reporting: Access details of a (...)
Document: Publication rights window (...)
wiki history
Import/Export is not implemented (...)
Forum: icon new not always visible
Learning path : reset button prerequisites
Introduction Lay-Out Improvement
announcements - description not (...)
Announcements - overview - click (...)
announcements - ordering by publication (...)
course delete : use object methods (...)
It is not possible to subscribe (...)
When publication date of object (...)
No messages should be send in case (...)
"send by email" should be possible (...)
Announcement e-mail option also (...)
Delete course cleanup rights
Course category treeview usability
Course category browser usability
Some assignment ideas - improvements
course - publish document - import (...)
The CO "verhaal" (story?)
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Templates tool in ckeditor doesn't (...)
when publication date has passed, (...)
thumb of vimeo object in streaming (...)
Course import states 'under development'
Link tool - 'show in frame' not (...)
Link tool - request following options: (...)
Calendar - Range setting ( Create (...)
JMM: Courses: Course category emptied (...)
course administration - export (...)
learning path: no items added to (...)
CKeditor CO insert RSS
Place of course setting 'Amount (...)
Calendar - 'Description' should (...)
calendar (but maybe also other (...)
Courses: different behaviour for (...)
Course groups: subscribing users... (...)
calendar
publishing from a course: not possible (...)
zip import in doc tool
Playing avi
Plus-button for more lines when (...)
View in document tool
import in doc tool
import in doc tool (x)
extra lines for the creation of (...)
chronology in chat
Sorting by column headers
publicatie delen met medebeheerder, (...)
Course settings category
Missing translation in assessments
treeview in course tools
import
editor does not open properly
Group documents (via Cursus groups): (...)
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users can click on the title of (...)
Loading time Reporting tool too (...)
Assignable colors in reporting (...)
username in reporting tables
Course import CSV - create a course (...)
copying contentobject with included (...)
Forum: e-mail notification remains (...)
Assessment: results can't be sorted (...)
Assessment: math symbols in multiple (...)
Assessment: negative values can (...)
Assessment: add option to hide (...)
Show more than 1 course administrator
Impossible to sort the course list (...)
Delete a published content object (...)
Show doubles in repository: in (...)
Assessment: when you go the previous (...)
Assessment: in the builder component, (...)
Hot Potatoes: imported exercises (...)
Hot Potatoes: result of assessment (...)
Wiki: history doesn't show who (...)
Wrong rights when creating document (...)
[Appointment Tool] Description (...)
[Appointment Tool] View appointment (...)
preview not available on portfolio (...)
Bookmark in portfolio
Appointment tool: number of appointments (...)
appointment tool: add comment
appointment tool: move appointment (...)
Chamilo LCMS Connect - LCMS 3.1
Course titular not correctly loaded
Importer in document tool
Link with ShowInFrame issue
cpo export from 2.1 to 3
Some issues concerning course types: (...)
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Unable to install courses (weblcms) (...)
missing translation SectionCourseAdministration
Confirm off
course category
Ephorus na icon missing
course group translations missing
Missing assessments
ViewAsUser translation
Missing translations in administration
user translation
Course category sorting missing (...)
Cannot subscribe users even as (...)
create course buggy
Repository: search filter remains (...)
Importing a YouTube movie changes (...)
Course list bug: impossible to (...)
Course groups: impossible to create (...)
Importing a zip via a course
Not possible to publish a course (...)
Shared with/by me: clicking the (...)
Subscribe users to a course group: (...)
Impossibleo to subscribe a platform (...)
Impossible to click on a category (...)
groepen - vraag van een docent
student tracking and reporting
Can't import courses from CSV
A course manager cannot unsubscribe (...)
Editing a group made with 'GroupGroup' (...)
Unable to remove document categories (...)
Assessment details in learning (...)
Chamilo LCMS Connect - LCMS 4
assessment does not display
Calendar - 'partially' repeat event
Chamilo LCMS Connect - LCMS 4 Beta
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Assessment: fatal error while importing (...)
Administration: Export: Fatal Error (...)
Link with ShowInFrame issue
Course type lock visibility....
Geïmporteerd assessment uit C3 (...)
Course type : Updaten cursus met (...)
Cursus - Administratie: wissen (...)
Appointment - exports blank screen
Course - Geolocation: wrong breadcrumbs
Course - Reporting: fatal error (...)
Clicking the publish button multiple (...)
vertaling standaard tekst nieuwe (...)
systeemberichten - nog niet vertaald (...)
homepage blokken: als je die edit (...)
titels handboek blokken worden (...)
Learning path: allow Vimeo
Courses - Assignments: missing (...)
import in repository
import in doc tool
Courses - Announcements: missing (...)
Courses - Administration: wrong (...)
typed characters do not appear (...)
bug? Gedeeld met mij - gedeeld (...)
Repository - My publications
missing NL translations for Users-tool
Repository - Exporter is missing (...)
Repository - Share object, Edit (...)
Repository - Advanced filter, Object (...)
Repository - Importing Youtube (...)
Repository - ZIP import displays (...)
Repository - Viewing doubles is (...)
Repository - View: unlink object (...)
Repository - User Views: redirection (...)
Administration - Users: fatal error
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Repository - Shared with me: filter (...)
Repository - Shared with me: copying (...)
plug-ins
breadcrumb doc tool onvolledig
Views in doc tool
Repository - Shared with me: wrong (...)
Introductie
export category to cpo results (...)
export to cpo
bekijk duplicaten
filter in repository (and search?)
view in repository
missing icons
Scroll down actions menu in repository
select all option in repository
forum items / topics cannot be (...)
View forum topic from repository (...)
preview "portfoliomap" in repository
Quota
table view alphabetical order descriptions (...)
gallery view
selection criteria in repository (...)
export users to xl
teacher cannot increase quotum
student cannot increase quotum
most used objects: when no objects (...)
Peer assessment: 'wizard'-steps (...)
Peer assessment: subscribe same (...)
course groups: automatic subscription
Peer assessment: obligatory 'minimum-maximum' (...)
course groups
Subscribing users to course
subscribing users to groups manually (...)
deleting group Docs
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manage categories in course group (...)
deleting forums
Peer assessment: obligatory 'minimum-maximum' (...)
Peer assessment: seeing temporary (...)
Peer assessment: user can unsubscribe (...)
Peer assessment: weight of an attempt
Peer assessment: self subscribing (...)
Peer assessment - only feedback (...)
Appointment tool works better in (...)
Difference in dates Eng vs Dutch
Entered dates do not match the (...)
Change appointment doen not work
Red icon cross (delete) appears (...)
appointment tool
videoconferencing: breadcrumb displayed (...)
course settings: rights tab: no (...)
course type manager: error on change (...)
assignment: submission gets created (...)
usability/feature new item alert (...)
forum does not meet minimum quality (...)
peer assesment scores: fatal error (...)
view forum as student: error throughout (...)
assessment (open question): NoRatedYetWarning (...)
encoding with htmlentities
assessment: open question: no weight (...)
learning path prerequisites: circular (...)
learning path: assessment maximum (...)
course sections hard wired translation (...)
Peer assessment - going to 'old' (...)
Peer assessment from repository (...)
assessment in learning path
editing assessment (in learning (...)
moving CO's in learning path
impossible to view results from (...)
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Weblcms Platformgroup subscription... (...)
[Assignment] Block new submissions (...)
[Assessment Tool] Time limit resets (...)
[Reporting Tool] Forum statistics
Mailing a calendar event with special (...)
assessment in course
Unable to save settings for Course (...)
assessment settings in learning (...)
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